Alice in Wonderland

Best Books in the World

To me, the best books in the world are:
Kingdom Keepers by Ridley Pearson
Peter and the Starcatchers,
Peter and the Shadowthiefs,
Peter and the Secret of Rundoon by Ridley Pearson and Dave Barry
Bambi by Felix Salten
Through the Looking Glass and What Alice found there by Lewis Carroll
The Looking Glass Wars by Frank Beddor
Travel Team by Mike Lupica
Treasure Island by Robert Lewis Stevenson
Really, the Best out of all of those is
The Looking Glass Wars. But I do love all of them :)
The Looking Glass wars is about:
A girl named Alyss (Alice) was the next heir to the throne of Wonderland.
Her aunt Redd wants to take over Wonderland and rule it all. Through
their adventures throughout Wonderland, she goes back and tells a
professional author about her stories. The author gets it all wrong so
Alyss must get it right and writes her own story telling the truth about Wonderland.

Please tell me your favorite books
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